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Abstract:
Here make this study to check out the overall effect of diabetes on patients in all over the world and review of
doctors about this disease and its treatment. We study about new diabetic patients who visited to the doctors and get
positive results about this disease. We visited to those patients who were getting treatment for about 4-5 years. In
hospital before and during treatment, they know about their family history, body weight, body size, diet, daily
routine and medicines, which they were taking before. They also check their blood level, after collecting all these
information they start their proper official treatment. Study held in Mayo hospital Lahore, where we divide them
into four groups and check out the results. These groups were related to different information, which helps them to
treat diabetes in better way. Approximate ages of patients were teenage. Here we see different results as about 40%
was those who was not having any family background related to this disease and about 60% was those who was
infected with diabetes genetically. They were familiar with this disease. During this study, we see reason of diabetes
mostly over eating and less exercise, which make them ill. On the other hand, 33% was taking insulin to cure them
and get rid of this disease but 77% was taking proper medication to treat their disease and get a healthy life ahead.
So we concluded that about 1/3 of Pakistani population is infected with this disease named as double diabetes.
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INTRODUCTION:
We study out that about 1/3 of Pakistani population is
infected smith Diabetes, which have different types
[1].Mostly people are affect with type 1 and type 2
diabetes. Here we make study until discuss the
Double diabetes, which is a type of diabetes. After
whole research and proper information, patients will
be aware with their disease and their treatment will
be more accurately [2]. It is a deadly disease, which
takes thousands of lives every year. This is a most
spreader disease of the century which take millions of
lives in whole world [3].It is moving towards an
alarming situation now. Treatment and awareness on
proper time is necessary to safe lives of infected
people [4].This disease if not properly treated and
cured, It will increase in next coming years
[5].Exercise is necessary in this disease because
during study we have seen that mostly children
whose diabetic test was positive was more healthy
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and over weighted. They eat more food and just take
rest, due to no exercise in their life on daily bases is
damaging their lives and increasing risk of diabetes
[6].Actually this disease these cells who make body
insulin which reduces the chance of this disease
[7].But when insulin cell decrease in a body due to
different reasons, this disease occur and start
damaging body and human health we fastly. When
this level of insulin who produce in body by its selfdecreases then diabetes occur and we visit to the
doctor where he diagnose this disease and start
treatment [8].Patients where affected with this
disease looks more weak and thin as compared to
other healthy persons. But in other type of diabetes,
people looks overweighed and eats more food and do
less exercise [9].About 26% children are over
weighted and eat more food. Here we check out
different causes of diabetes in our country and need a
proper treatment [10].

Table 1 Characteristics of study of population

METHODOLOGY:
We make this study where we diagnose 313 young
ones, which infected with diabetes and got admission
in Mayo hospital Lahore for last 3-4 years and getting
treatment to diagnose their disease. In Mayo hospital
that is located in Lahore, we find some results that
yearly number of patient get admitted here who feels
symptoms of diabetes and doctors conduct different
tests to diagnose their disease and start treatment. We
make proper research on their family background,
history of their disease and from where and how they
got infected with this disease. We take different tests
which include check of hemoglobin and different
body test to get full knowledge about their disease
and do proper treatment to treat their disease more
fastly and accurately. Collection of whole data after
tests done and make results. We also check the
resemblance of height with their weighted, either
they are less weighted or eat more food and over
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weighted. By using different formulas we calculate
the accurate values and then give results about their
present conditions. Different tests get performed in
laboratory to get excellent and 100% results where no
more confusion gets seemed. In any case if we did
not get accurate results. We use different methods to
colled data and get results.
RESULTS:
We take tests and divide patients into different four
groups. We see that about 40% patients was having
family history and about 60% was having different
issue of having this disease as over weight is the
main cause. People did not do any exercise on daily
bases and do not take care of their selves. Different
studies held in Mayo hospital where we do different
practical to check out and to diagnose their disease.
We measure their different experiments and in
different categories to measure correct value of
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results. We also show results in table 2 some patients
need insulin to treat their disease and get healthy life
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and some just use medication or pills to treat disease
and get good healthy life.

Table 2 Show characteristics of patients which base on the presence and absence of auto-antibodies and
peptide secretion

Graph 1

DISCUSSION:
When ratio of this disease will be increased then it
will more tough to find correct calculations and
results so we have to keep it there and diagnose a
proper treat [11].In this way we can overcome this
issue which is spreading day by day not only in
Pakistan but all over the world [12].We take several
test and diagnose double diabetes in young ones and
children too which is very dangerous for our
generation [13].Because if this disease will increase
in children their treatment will more tough and time
consuming [14]. Different hospitals and medical
clinics are available where we can go and get proper
medication. Patients start using insulin to decrease
glucose in their body because diabetes mainly name
increase of glucose level in the body [15].Due to this
disease many other issues generate and start
damaging our health as kidney issues, heart issues
and patients feels different urine issues [16].About
34% population is infected with double diabetes we
do another study which demonstrate that about 26%
people are infected with type 1 diabetes and 40%
with type 2 diabetes [17].This alarmingly increasing
ratio of diabetes increase the chances to use insulin to
treat diabetes. We use different test to manipulate the
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results that which type diabetes children have in their
lives [18].But use of insulin in large amount is not
good for patients because as we know that excess of
everything is bad ,when we will use insulin on daily
bases then we will unable to control our body glucose
level and body will start resisting insulin and it was
cause serious issues which sometime causes death
[19].In some cases we also seen that this disease
which comes in children is due to their family history
and have family background with this disease. If we
will not control it now then it will cause bad results
and take thousands of lives. We have to take healthy
food in our daily diet because fast and junk food is
very injurious for our health and cause serious
diseases [20].
CONCLUSION:
We concluded from this study that we use different
methods to check the double diabetes by talking tests
in our laboratories. Mainly we have seen that this is
due to over eating and less exercise, people cannot
make their immune system strong and do not do
exercise. This disease is increasing day by day. With
diabetes, we have seen that much other disease raises
up their heads and harm us as cardiac issues, kidney
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infections and failure and many other issues occur.
However, main thing in treatment that we have to
overcome this disease by medication we have to use
tablets for diabetes instead of using insulin. Proper
intake of food, which does not create diabetes and
daily exercise, can save our lives. We concluded that
about 1/3 of total population of Pakistan is affected
with this disease and losing their lives. When doctor
diagnose us any type of diabetes then we have to take
care of our self and do daily exercise with proper
balanced food and medication in this way we can
overcome this issue and save our lives.
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